Product Range
For more than 40 years, Tropical Blinds has established itself as one of the UK’s leading trade only Window Blind manufacturers.

We have built our reputation with our unceasing focus on customer service.

Please take a look through our extensive brochure to appreciate just how comprehensive our product offer is.

Online Ordering

Online ordering allows our customers to place orders directly with Tropical Blinds. There are a number of advantages to this method of placing orders, including elimination of errors, shorter lead times and reducing fax costs.

Once an order has been submitted, its status will then be updated to the online system so customers can track the progress of their orders. Order acknowledgements will be emailed as usual.

The online system allows the entry of quotations, so customers can price blinds quickly without having to refer to our price book. Quotations can remain on the system until they are ready to be converted to orders.

Please contact customer services for information on how to utilise our online ordering facility.

Telephone 020 8269 6400
tropicalblinds.com
Child Safety

From its inception, Tropical Blinds has positively and passionately supported and upheld, the BBSA’s ‘Make It Safe’ programme. We are constantly striving to develop and improve our child safety product offering and develop inherently child safe products.

For your peace of mind we fit as standard either a tensioning device or a safety mechanism. This reduces the risk of a child or vulnerable person becoming entangled in the cord or chain. Where possible loops are replaced with individual cords.

Where necessary, child safety devices are supplied with our blinds as standard and at no additional cost to you the customer.

As a BBSA member, we have worked in tandem with our trade association to enforce their ‘Make it Safe’ campaign.

All blinds are supplied with the required warning tag attached to them.
Impressions
Faux Wood Blinds

- Impressions is a range of modern faux wood slats featuring smooth, embossed and grained finishes.
- The Impressions range is available in 50mm width slats.
- All blinds are supplied on a robust colour co-ordinating head rail systems with standard position cord controls.
- All blinds can be made with either ladder braid or ladder tape.
Paradise
Aluminium Venetian Blinds

- Paradise is a range of over 120 slat colours featuring various finishes and textures.
- The Paradise range is available in 15mm, 25mm, 35mm and 50mm width slats.
- All blinds are made with colour co-ordinating head and bottom rails and ladder braid or ladder tape.
- 25mm blinds are available with either a ‘c’ shape or enclosed bottom rail.
- Blinds are available free hanging or tensioned.
- Various tilt options are available, including wand, cord and uniwand. Blinds can also be made to fit and operate between double glazing.

- Guidewires are available for blinds fitted to tilt and turn windows.
- Hold down clips are available for use on blinds fitted to doors.
- For minimal light explosion and maximum privacy, a ‘hidden hole’ option is available called the Privacy blind. This is available on 25mm slats only.
- Motorised operation is available.
Pacific
PVC Venetian Blinds

• Pacific is a range of expanded foam PVC slats.
• The Pacific range is available in 50mm width slats.
• All blinds can be made with either co-ordinating or contrasting ladder braid or ladder tape.
• As a PVC product the Pacific blind is particularly suitable for kitchens and bathrooms.
• Pacific is a flame retardant product and as such lends itself to the contract market as well as the domestic market.
• Our Pacific blinds can be supplied with motorised tilt operation.
Elements
Wood Venetian Blinds

- Elements is an extensive range of wood slats, featuring traditional and modern finishes.
- The Elements range is available in 50mm width slats.
- All blinds are supplied on a robust, colour co-ordinating head rail system with cord operation.
- All blinds can be made with either co-ordinating or contrasting ladder braid or ladder tape.
- Elements wooden blinds can be supplied with a motorised tilt operation.
The Tri-Shade is a roller venetian blind. In the lowered end position the vanes of the blind can be opened/adjusted. Opening of the vanes is only possible when the fabric is moved to the lower end position.

An extensive range of contemporary fabrics are available.

Tri-Shade blinds are supplied on an aluminium head box which is available in white, silver, black, cream, anthracite and brown.

Tri-Shade Blinds are available with a sidewinder control.

The Tri-Shade Blind can be motorised.
Duorol

Roller Blinds

• The Duorol is a ‘double roller blind’. Its effect comes from shifting the fabric stripes up and down using a chain operation.
• A range of over 80 contemporary fabrics are available, including a number which are flame retardant.
• Duorol blinds are supplied on an aluminium cassetted head box which is available in white, silver, black, cream, anthracite or brown,
• The bottom bar is supplied as a two-part bottom rail, but if a more minimalistic look is required, a one piece bottom bar can be requested.
• Duorol blinds are available with a sidewinder control.
• The Duorol blind can be motorised.
Roller Blinds

- All of our roller blinds can be supplied on 32mm, 40mm or 45mm hardware with either a spring or sidewinder control.
- Open and closed cassette head boxes are available to cover the roller tube and operating mechanisms. These can be fabric covered depending on the head box.
- Fabric covered bottom bar supplied as standard.
- Various scallops, poles, finials and braids are available to allow you to enhance the look and feel of your blind.
- Side guidewires are available.
- Roller blinds can be motorised.
- Hundreds of fabrics are available to suit all domestic and contract applications. Ranges include antimicrobial, flame retardant and performance fabrics.
Senses

Roller Blinds

• Senses is a slow rise cassette roller blind.
• The Senses blind is supplied on a 32mm tube with a spring or sidewinder control.
• A Senses roller blinds comes with fascia as standard.
• Superior end caps for the fascia and the bottom rail come as standard and give the blind a truly luxurious feel. There is a choice of white, gold, chrome, black chrome or brushed silver.

• Fabric covered bottom bar, front and back is supplied as standard.
• Hundreds of fabrics are available to suit all domestic and contract applications. Ranges include antimicrobial, flame retardant and performance fabrics.
Curtains

- Curtains can be supplied with pencil pleat, pinch pleat or eyelets. Eyelets are available in a variety of colours and finishes.
- Curtains are supplied with satin lining as standard. Blackout, bonded, bonded blackout and flame retardant linings are also available.
- We offer over 400 fabrics, with a choice of plain, patterned and flame retardant finishes.
Vertical Blinds

- Vertical blinds are available on either the Senses, Nexus or Vogue head rail system.
- All blinds are supplied with equally spaced 89mm or 127mm louvres.
- The Nexus head rail is available in white only.
- The Senses head rail is available in white, black, bronze, cream, gunmetal grey and silver.
- The Vogue head rail is available in white, piano black, champagne gold, espresso brown and brushed aluminium.
- Blinds can be operated using a chain and cord or wand on both the Nexus, Senses and Vogue head rails.
- Enclosed weights are available with your louvres.
- Antimicrobial fabrics are available. These are particularly desirable in hospitals, doctor’s surgeries and other public areas.
- We offer a choice of hundreds of fabrics from all of the UK’s leading fabric suppliers.
- We also offer Oasis, a range of contemporary 89mm PVC louvres.
- Vertical Blinds can be supplied with a motorised tilt operation.
Roman Blinds

- A luxurious and high quality roman blind supplied on a robust yet sleek head rail with side chain operation.
- We offer two fabric collections: The Kensington Collection and The Camden Collection.
- Kensington is a range of 5 collections and includes over 240 fabrics.
- Kensington blinds come with Premier Twill Lining as standard. Other linings available; thermal, blackout, bonded and bonded blackout.
- Kensington roman blinds can be supplied with or without a pelmet.
- Camden is a range of 2 collections and includes over 110 fabrics.
- Camden blinds are supplied with Poly Cotton lining as standard. Other linings available; Super sateen, thermal, blackout and bonded twill.
Pleated Blinds

• Widely used as a conservatory product the pleated blind is becoming more commonly seen at a conventional window.
• Hardware is available in white, brown and anthracite.
• All blinds are supplied with Unipleat as standard. This is a system which prevents the pleats from gathering at the bottom of the blind.

• Blinds can be made free hanging with a cord lock, or tensioned using a bottom rail or locating feet.
• Shaped pleated blinds can be made with or without an angle side bar.
• Various fixing aids, such as mounting wedges, mounting strip and ‘L’ shape profile are available to ensure a quality finish.
• Vast choice of fabrics to suit all applications.
Panel
Blinds

- Panel blinds are particularly well suited to larger windows and patio doors. Panel blinds can also be used as a room divider.
- Panel blinds can be cord or wand operated. Panels can be drawn to one side or split draw. Choose from 3 to 8 panels depending on the draw and size of your blind.
- A range of braids and eyelets are available to personalise and accessorise your panel blind.
- We offer a choice of hundreds of fabrics. Panels can be made in different fabrics to create a unique and contemporary look.
Neat Fit

- The Neat Fit is a desirable range of pleated, honeycomb and aluminium venetian blinds.
- No screws or drilling is required to fit this product. The Neat Fit is very quick and simple to fit.
- The Neat Fit is easy to operate. There are no control cords and therefore it is completely child safe.
- The Neat Fit Blind is suitable for internally beaded uPVC windows with any bead depth.
Intu

• The Intu is available as a pleated, aluminium or roller blind.
• Aluminium slats are tilted with a slider at the top of the frame eliminating the need for a wand.
• Blinds are fitted neatly into the window beading without the need for drilling or screwing into the window frame. Blinds can tilt and turn with the window.
• All blinds are tensioned, with no cord loops making it Child Safe.
• Suitable for windows with a bead depth of between 11mm and 27mm.
• Intu hardware is available in white, silver or brown.

Intu Micro

• Utilised in more compact spaces and bi-folding doors.
• Suitable for a variety of bead types and depths.
• New ‘Guided’ option restrains lateral movement in the bottom bar – a beneficial feature when installing on bi-folding doors.
• Suitable for use with Hive Micro and Pleated Micro fabrics.
• Intu Micro hardware is available in white, anthracite and brown.
Perfect Fit
Blinds

• An innovative blind that requires no drilling or screwing. Brackets fit neatly into the beading of the window frame.
• Suitable for windows with a bead depth of 18, 20, 22, 24, 30 and 38mm.
• Perfect Fit is available as a roller, pleated or venetian blind.
• The Perfect Fit frame provides increased privacy and improved light retention.
• Tensioned venetian blinds, pleated blinds and roller blinds are child safe as there are no cord loops.
• Perfect Fit frames are available in white, cream, silver (not roller), grey, anthracite, brown, golden oak and dark mahogany.
• As the frame fits flush against the window frame it provides excellent thermal efficiency. It reduces heat build-up in the summer and retains heat in the winter.
Perfect Fit International

- A development of the Perfect Fit blind that is designed for conservatory roofs. No drilling or screwing is required in order to fit this style of blind.
- Perfect Fit International is available with pleated blinds only.
- Perfect Fit International frames are available in white or brown.
- Blinds are delivered ready assembled in the frames. On average fitting times are reduced by 50% when compared to fitting standard pleated roof blinds.
Shutters

- Comprehensive range of wood and PVC shutters.
- Wide range of colours available. Custom colours also available.
- Large selection of frames and styles.
- Extensive choice of hinges and handles.
- Unique software programme for online ordering.